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Uncertainty Estimation from Volterra Kernels
for Robust Flutter Analysis
Richard J. Prazenica,¤ Rick Lind,† and Andrew J. Kurdila‡
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611-6250
The  utterometer is a tool used for predicting the onset of  utter during  ight testing. This tool uses robust  utter
analysis to consider a model with an associated uncertainty description. The  utterometer is particularly useful
because the uncertainty description is determined by  ight data. However, the standard method of uncertainty
estimation is somewhat suspect because of the effects of nonlinearities in the  ight data. A method is introduced
to estimate uncertainties by considering only the linear component of the  ight data. The linear component is
extracted by representing the system in terms of Volterra kernels. The  rst-order kernel describes the linear
component of the data and, thus, can be used by the  utterometer. Flight data from the aerostructures test wing is
used to demonstrate this procedure. The analysis using the  rst-order kernel is shown to generate a more accurate
description of the modeling error than standard analysis of the measured  ight data.
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Subscripts and Superscripts

area of domain
scaling function  lter
wavelet  lter
length of Volterra kernel
function
Volterra kernel
set of multi-indices
matrix of integral values
operator
matrix form of wavelet transform operator
time
matrix of discrete inputs
matrix of products of discrete inputs
input
scaling function approximation space
wavelet detail space
response
vector of discrete output values
coef cient of scaling function
vector of single-scale kernel coef cients
coef cient of wavelet
vector of multiscale kernel coef cients
mapping
time
orthonormal scaling function
scaling function
characteristic function
wavelet
domain of second-order kernel
summation of vector spaces
subtraction of vector spaces
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counter
discretization level
value in f0; 1; 2; 3g
value in f1; 2; 3g
multi-index

Introduction

HE analysis of  ight data is obviously important for any  ight
test. The measurements are usually corrupted by noise and
imperfections; however, these data are often the best indicator of
the true dynamics of the aircraft. The dependency on data exists for
all types of  ight testing, but it is especially prevalent when  ight
 utter testing for envelope expansion.
A tool called the  utterometer has been developed for predicting
the onset of  utter during a  ight test.1 This tool is a model-based
utility, but it is directly dependent on  ight data. The  utterometer
computes a  utter speed for an analytical model that is robust with
respect to an uncertainty description.2 The tool uses  ight data to
generate that uncertainty description. Essentially, the uncertainty is
a mathematical operator that describes differencesbetween transfer
functions of the model and data. The  utterometer predicts a  utter
speed dependent on characteristics of the uncertainty description
and consequently dependent on characteristics of the  ight data.
A particular concern for testing with the  utterometer is the quality of the uncertainty description. A description that does not consider a suf cient level of modeling error may overpredict the  utter
speed. Conversely, a description that considers too much modeling
error may underpredict the  utter speed. Either situation is adverse
to conducting a safe and ef cient  ight test.
An accurate assessmentof modeling error, using the  utterometer
approach, can only result from comparing the transfer function of
the model to a transferfunctionthat accuratelyrepresentsthe aircraft
dynamics. Such an accurate transfer function is dif cult to compute.
The  ight data used to generate that transfer function often contains
componentsthat violateassumptions,such as linearityand statistical
properties, associated with standard spectral analysis.
A technique was developed to analyze  ight data and assess an
accurate measure of modeling error.3 This technique actually identi ed model parameters and their associated variances simultaneously. The approach used wavelets for the signal analysis and a
min–max optimization for the estimation. This method was shown
to generate reasonable results using  ight data; however, the results
are somewhat limited in that uncertainty is only associated with the
observation matrix of the model.
This paper introduces a new technique for estimating uncertainty
descriptions.The technique is also a wavelet-based approach, but it
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actually relies on the theory associated with Volterra kernels. The
concept associated with Volterra kernels is that separate kernels
exist that describe dynamics of increasing order.4 The approach
uses wavelets to obtain reduced-order models of these kernels and
allows the coef cients describing the dynamics to be computed as a
least-squares problem.5 The theory of Volterra holds for any order
of nonlinearity, but this paper will limit consideration to a pair of
kernels that describe the linear and quadratic dynamics.
The approach is to identify Volterra kernels to represent the data
and then to use those kernels to identify modeling uncertainty.
Speci cally, levels of uncertainty are formulated by comparing
transfer functions of the analytical model and the  rst-order kernel that represents the linear component of the data. The use of
Volterra modeling is essential to this process because it separates
the linear and nonlinear parts of the data into separate kernels. The
objective is to analyze a linear model and determine linear stability
properties; therefore, the optimal data set for analysis is actually the
linear part of the measured data.
The uncertainty determined by comparing the model to the  rstorder kernel should be more accurate than uncertaintiesdetermined
by directly considering the measured data. This does not necessarily mean that the uncertainty will be less; rather, it simply means
the uncertainty will be a better indication of modeling errors. The
nonlinearitiesin the measured data may exaggerate or hide the true
errors in the linear model when comparing transfer functions from
that data and model. The  rst-order kernel will give a more realistic
indication of the linear dynamics of the aircraft by removing the
effects of these nonlinearities.

System Identi cation for Volterra Kernels
Volterra Series Representations

The use of Volterra kernels for modeling system dynamics is
considered in this paper. Such representation will be built on assumptions that the system under consideration is causal and time
invariant. The system is assumed to have  nite memory so that the
response y.t / at any time is caused by the excitations u.t / from a
 nite length of time previously.Also, the system will be assumed to
be weakly nonlinear in the sense that the dynamics are dominated
by  rst-order and second-order terms in the Volterra series.
The Volterra theory states that a nonlinear system can be expressed in terms of an in nite sum of integral operators of increasing order. Correspondingly, the response y.t/ of that system can
be expressed as a sum of components yi .t / that are responses from
each operator:
y.t / D y1 .t/ C y2 .t / C ¢ ¢ ¢ C y1 .t /

(1)

Here, y1 .t / is the response of the  rst-order operator, and y2 .t / is
the response of the second-order operator. These components can
be formally expressed in terms of the  rst-order and second-order
kernels, h 1 and h 2 , and the input u.t / that generated the response4;6 :

Z
y1 .t / D

Z tZ
y2 .t / D

0

Fig. 1 Triangular domain 
over which the second-order
Volterra kernel is de ned.

Fig. 2

Subsets  i ½  .

The wavelet coef cientsin this expansionare then determinedby analyzing  ight data. Of course,the basis could actually be constructed
over the square domain bounded by 0 · » · D and 0 · ´ · D, corresponding to the symmetric form of the second-order kernel, but
the triangular approach is more computationally ef cient.
Wavelets Supported on Triangular Domains

The construction of wavelets on invariant sets has been discussed
in detail in the literature.7¡9 This construction is used to derive a
wavelet-based multiresolution analysis over the domain of Ä. The
derivation of this analysis requires four contractive and af ne mappings, °i :R2 ! R2 , to be de ned:
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The kernels de ned in Eqs. (2) and (3) are functions of » and ´
parameters. The domains of these parameters can be quite large
and so it is desired to obtain reduced-order representations of the
kernels.Several approacheshave been developedfor obtainingthese
representationsusing different techniques; however, this paper will
adopt an approach based on wavelets.5
The de nition of y2 .t / clearly indicates that the second-order
Volterra operator is dependent on the kernel h 2 over the triangular
domain de ned by 0 · » · ´ and 0 · ´ · t. This kernel is actually
a decaying function because of the assumption of  nite memory.
Thus, the kernel is effectively zero after some period of time D and
is supported over the triangular domain Ä, as shown in Fig. 1.
A wavelet basis is constructedover the domain of Ä for the representation of the triangular form of the second-orderVolterra kernel.
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These invertibleoperators effectively map the domain of Ä into four
subdomains given as Äi :D °i .Ä/. These subdomains are shown in
relation to Ä in Fig. 2.
De ne ÂÄ to be the characteristic function over the domain of Ä:

»
ÂÄ .»; ´/ :D

1;
0;

.»; ´/ 2 Ä
otherwise

(5)

An orthonormal scaling function Á is then de ned using this characteristic function and the area A0 of the domain Ä:

¡ ¯p

Á.»; ´/ :D 1

¢

A0 ÂÄ .»; ´/

(6)

Clearly, Á is a constant function over Ä. Consider L 2 .Ä/ as the
space of square-integrable functions in Ä. The one-dimensional
space spanned by Á can be de ned as V0 such that V0 ½ L 2 .Ä/.
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The scaling functions that span a  ner-resolution approximation
space V1 are de ned as normalized characteristic functions over the
subdomains Äi :

¡ ¯p

Á1;i .»; ´/ D 2

¢

i D 0; 1; 2; 3

A 0 ÂÄ i .»; ´/;

(7)

Subscript 1 denotes the resolution level of the scaling function,
whereas index i speci es the subdomain Äi over which the function
is supported. De ne the operators

£

¤

.Ti g/.»; ´/ D g °i¡1 .»; ´/ ÂÄi .»; ´/;

i D 0; 1; 2; 3

(8)

where g is any function in L 2 .Ä/. These operators simply restrict
functions to the subdomains Äi in the same manner that the mappings °i restrict points in Ä to Äi . The scaling functions that span
V1 can then be expressed in terms of the operators Ti acting on the
scaling function Á:
Á1;i .»; ´/ D 2.Ti Á/.»; ´/;

i D 0; 1; 2; 3

(9)

The space V1 , de ned as
V1 :D spanfÁ1;0 ; Á1;1 ; Á1;2 ; Á1;3 g

(11)

A series of nested spaces, V j C 1 ¾ V j , of increasing resolution can
be constructed recursively via the relationship
V j C 1 D T0 V j © T1 V j © T2 V j © T3 V j

(12)

A set of multi-index parameters K j is de ned for each level of
resolution. A multi-index, · 2 K j , is basically a group of indices.
Each group has j elements for the set de ned on the resolution level
of j such that · D fk 1 ; k2 ; : : : ; k j g. Furthermore, each index in this
group can take on values of 0, 1, 2, or 3. This set can be expressed
mathematically, but it is essential to note that K j is only de ned in
associationwith an implied j that represents the level of resolution:
K j D ffk1 ; k2 ; : : : ; k j g : ki 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g;

i D 1; : : : ; j g

¡

¢

(14)

where · D fk1 ; k2 ; : : : ; k j g 2 K j .
Each space V j is easy to de ne using the multi-index set,
V j :D spanfÁ j;· : · 2 Kg

(15)

The multiresolution analysis can be completed by deriving the
wavelets that span the orthogonal complement spaces W j de ned

(16)

Because V0 is a one-dimensionalspace and V1 is a four-dimensional
space, W0 is a three-dimensional subspace of V1 . The following
orthonormal wavelets form a basis for W 0 :
¡ ¯p ¢
¡ ¯p ¢
Ã 1 .»; ´/ :D 1
2 Á1;0 .»; ´/ ¡ 1
2 Á1;1 .»; ´/

¡ ¯p ¢

Ã 2 .»; ´/ :D 1

¡ ¯p ¢

2 Á1;2 .»; ´/ ¡ 1

2 Á1;3 .»; ´/

Ã 3 .»; ´/ :D 12 Á1;0 .»; ´/ C 12 Á1;1 .»; ´/
¡ 12 Á1;2 .»; ´/ ¡ 12 Á1;3 .»; ´/

(17)

Each wavelet is a piecewise-constantfunctionover Ä. By inspection,
one can verify that these wavelets are orthogonal to each other and
to the scaling function Á that spans V0 . De ne the space
W0 :D spanfÃ 1 ; Ã 2 ; Ã 3 g

(18)

The wavelet spaces W j are constructed recursively using the operators Ti :
W j C 1 D T0 W j © T1 W j © T2 W j © T3 W j

(19)

Each space W j is de ned as

©

ª

W j :D span Ã rj;· : · 2 K j ; r D 1; 2; 3

(20)

where each wavelet Ã rj;· is given by

¡

¢

Ã rj;· .»; ´/ :D 2 j Tk j Tk j ¡ 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Tk 1 Ã r .»; ´/

(21)

A multiresolution analysis is now formulated for L 2 .Ä/. Recall
that the space V j can be expressed as the sum of the two coarserresolution spaces V j ¡ 1 and W j ¡ 1 :
(22)

Vj D Vj ¡ 1 © Wj ¡1

(13)

The set of multi-index parameters grows more complex as the
level of resolution is increased. The increase in complexity results from the correspondingincrease in the number of indices contained in each multi-index in the set. For example, each multi-index
has a single value for level 1 resolution so that K1 is the set of
f0; 1; 2; 3g and has four elements. Similarly, each multi-index is a
group of 2 indices for level 2 resolution so that K2 is the set of
f.0; 0/; .0; 1/; : : : ; .3; 3/g and has 16 elements.
The concept of a multi-index simpli es the presentation of the
multiresolution analysis. In particular, the operators and vectors associated with spaces of increasing resolution can be presented in
terms of a K j .
Scaling functions are de ned for each level of resolution. Logically, the number of these functions increases as the resolution is
increased. Thus, the level 1 resolution has 4 scaling functions and
level 2 resolution has 16 scaling functions. The scaling functions
for any level are computed by applying a sequence of operators to
the scaling function Á de ned at level 0 resolution. The sequence of
operators corresponds to a multi-index. Thus, each scaling function
can be written as Á j;· :
Á j;· .»; ´/ :D 2 j Tk j ¢ ¢ ¢ Tk1 Á .»; ´/

W j :D V j C 1 ª V j

(10)

can then be written in terms of the operators Ti acting on the coarserresolution space V0 :
V1 D T0 V0 © T1 V0 © T2 V0 © T3 V0

as the differences between adjacent approximation spaces V j and
Vj C 1:

A recursive application of this relationship admits the following
multiscale decomposition:
V j D V0 © W0 © W1 © ¢ ¢ ¢ © W j ¡ 2 © W j ¡ 1

(23)

A single-scalerepresentationof a function f 2 Ä in terms of V j can
be written as
f j .»; ´/ D

X
® j;· Á j;· .»; ´/
·2

(24)

j

where the f® j;· g are constant scaling function coef cients. From
Eq. (23), an equivalent multilevel expansion of f is given by
f j .»; ´/ D ®Á.»; ´/ C

j ¡1 X
3 X
X

r
r
¯i;·
Ãi;·
.»; ´/

(25)

r D1 i D0 · 2 i

r
where the f¯i;·
g are constant wavelet coef cients. Fast algorithms
can be derived by which the multiscale coef cients in Eq. (25) are
calculated from the single-scale coef cients in Eq. (24). First, note
that the scaling functions and wavelets satisfy the following twoscale relationships:

Á.»; ´/ D
Ã r .»; ´/ D

3
X
iD0

3
X

ai Á1;i .»; ´/

(26)

i D0

bri Á1;i .»; ´/;

r D 1; 2; 3

(27)
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where the scaling function  lters fai g and the wavelet  lters fbri g for
i 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g are de ned as
fa0 ; a1 ; a2 ; a3 g D

©

©1
2

ª

© ¯p

ª

©

b01 ; b11 ; b21 ; b13 D 1

©

; 12 ; 12 ;
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2; ¡1
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©

1
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ª

©1
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ª

2; 0; 0

2; ¡1
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; 12 ; ¡ 12 ; ¡ 12

2

ª

2

ª

(28)

The two-scale relationships and the orthogonality properties of the
functions enable the derivation of decomposition formulas of the
form

X

In Eq. (35), y1; j is a vector of discrete output values, [U1 ] is a
matrix of discrete inputs, and ® j is a vector composed of the kernel
coef cients from Eq. (33). [T1 ] is the invertible matrix operator
that decomposes the single-scale coef cients in Eq. (33) into the
multiscale coef cients in Eq. (34). The vector ¯ 1 is the vector of
multiscale kernel coef cients.
The second-order kernel can be approximated in terms of the
wavelet basis derived in the preceding section. The kernel is expressed as a single-scale representation:
h 2; j2 .»; ´/ D

¯ rj ¡ 1;· D

3
X

(29)

ai ® j;ij·

i D0

bri ® j;ij· ;

r D 1; 2; 3

iD0

(30)

where i j· denotes appendingi to the multi-index·. Similarly, obtain
the reconstruction formula,
® j;mj· D am ® j ¡ 1;· C

3
X
rD1

brm ¯ rj ¡ 1;·

(31)

Equations (29) and (30) can be applied recursively to compute the
multilevel coef cients in Eq. (25) from the single-scale coef cients
in Eq. (24). The reverse can be accomplished through a recursive
application of Eq. (31).
Volterra Kernel Identi cation

The identi cation of the Volterra kernels is obviously of primary
importance to their use for signal analysis. Identi cation should address both the accuracyof the resultingmodel and the computational
ef ciency of the process. Thus, this topic has received much attention in the literature using approaches ranging from statistical arguments to genetic algorithms. A least-squares approach is utilized
here that is formulated to be especially ef cient for identifying the
Volterra kernels de ned in this paper.
The input and output measurements need to be discretized for
the analysis. This step is performed by using a standard zero-order
hold. The discretizationstep is 2¡ j , and N is the number of discrete
input and output values in the data set. The zero-order hold of the
input takes the form
u j .t / D

X

N ¡1

(32)

u j;i Â j;i .t /

iD0

where Â j;i is the characteristic function over the interval
[2¡ j i; 2¡ j .i C 1/]. The  rst-order Volterra kernel can be approximated in terms of scaling functions on level j using any arbitrary
one-dimensional scaling function ’ as
h 1; j .» / D

N ¡1
X

(33)

® j;i ’ j;i .» /

i D0

This kernel h 1; j can be formulated equivalently as a multiscale representation:
h 1; j .» / D

X
i

® j0 ;i ’ j0 ;i .» / C

j ¡1 X
X
p D j0

¯ p;i Ã p;i .» /

(34)

i

where j0 is the coarsestlevel used in the approximation.If the scaling
function and wavelet pair ’ and Ã are chosen such that the scaling
functions ’ j;k are orthogonalto the characteristicfunctions Â j;k , the
following expression is obtained for the output of the  rst-order
Volterra operator10 :
y1; j D [U1 ]® j D [U1 ][T1 ]¡1 ¯ 1

(35)

® j2 ;· Á j2 ;· .»; ´/
k2

(36)

j2

and a multilevel expansion of the form

3

® j ¡ 1;· D

X

h 2; j2 .»; ´/ D ®Á.»; ´/ C

j2 ¡ 1 X
3 X
X
r D1 p D0 · 2

¯ rp;· Ã rp;· .»; ´/

(37)

p

Note that the discretizationlevel j2 for the kernel is not necessarily
chosen to be the same as that for the input and output. Denote [T2 ]
to be the matrix operator that transforms the vector of single-scale
coef cientsinto the vectorof multiscalecoef cients.When the zeroorder hold approximation of the input and the expression for the
second-order kernel in Eq. (36) are used, the following expression
is obtained for the discrete outputs of the second-order Volterra
operator:
y2; j .2¡ j n/ D

X¡

m; p;·

u j;n ¡ m ¡ 1 u j;n ¡ p ¡ 1 ® j2 ;·

³Z
£

¢

´
Á j2 ;· .»; ´/Â j;m .» /Â j; p .´/ dÄ

(38)

Ä

for n D 1; : : : ; N . This can be written in matrix form as
y2; j D [U2 ][P]® j2 D [U2 ][P][T2 ]¡1 ¯ 2

(39)

where [U2 ] is a matrix of products of discrete input values and [P]
is a matrix of values of the integrals in Eq. (38). The vector ® j2 is
composed of the single-scale coef cients from Eq. (36), and ¯ 2 is
a vector of multiscale coef cients from Eq. (37).
In this paper, the Volterra series representation of the system is
truncatedto include only the  rst- and second-orderoperators.Then,
the vector of discrete outputs, y j can be written as
y j D y1; j C y2; j

(40)

When Eqs. (35) and (39) are combined, the total model takes the
form

£

y j D [U1 ][T1 ]

¡1

[U2 ][P][T2 ]

¡1

» ¼
¤ ¯1
¯2

(41)

The kernel identi cation problem is reduced to solving, in a leastsquares sense, for the  rst- and second-order kernel coef cients in
Eq. (41). The wavelet representationsof the kernels admit reducedorder representations of the kernels through the truncation of the
multiscale vectors ¯1 and ¯ 2 . In this manner, the goal is to obtain
accurate models for the  rst- and second-order kernels in terms of
a relatively small number of wavelet coef cients.

Robust Flutter Analysis
Uncertainty Estimation

Robust  utter analysis considers an analytical model with an associated uncertainty description. The model is a linear model that
relates the coupled structural dynamics and aerodynamics as represented by rational function approximations. The uncertainty description indicates levels of possible errors and variations in the
different parameters of that model.
The standardapproachto estimateuncertaintyis to comparetransfer functions of the model and data. The effect of the uncertainty is
that the model could actually produce a range of transfer functions.
The levels of uncertainty are determined by increasing the size of
the parameters until the resulting range of transfer functions for the
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model completely bounds any transfer functions from data. In effect, this is a model validation condition that determines whether
that model could reproduce the  ight data.
The new approach to estimate uncertainty is to compare transfer
functions of the model and the  rst-order Volterra kernels. The data
are actually respresented by a set of Volterra kernels; however, the
linear dynamics are purely described by the  rst-order kernel. The
procedure for estimating uncertainty is to compare transfer functions of the model and the  rst-order kernel. The standard model
validation condition is then applied such that the uncertainty levels
are chosen to ensure the range of the uncertain model bounds the
transfer function of the  rst-order Volterra kernel.
The estimation of uncertainty is intended to describe linear errors in a linear model and, consequently, be used for analysis of
linear stability; therefore, the uncertainty estimation should only
consider the  rst-orderVolterra kernel. Any differencesbetween the
linear model and the second-orderVolterra kernel are not of interest
for  utter analysis. The second-order kernel is of obvious interest
for limit- cycle analysis, but it is optimal to consider only the  rstorder kernel for purposes of  utter analysis.

This assembly was  own by using an F-15 aircraft and associated
 ight-test  xture. The ATW was mounted horizontallyto the  xture
and the resulting system attached to the undercarriage of the F-15
fuselage.11 Previous testing indicated that the air ow is relatively
smooth around the system and so the F-15 fuselage and wings are
assumed to have minimal interference with the ATW.
A measurement and excitation system was incorporated into the
wing. The measurement system consistedof 18 strain gauges placed
throughoutthe airfoil structure and 3 accelerometers placed at fore,
aft, and midlocations in the boom. The excitation system was six
patches of piezoelectric material, three patches mounted on the upper surface that are out of phase with three patches on the lower surface, that acted as a single distributed actuator. Sinusoidal sweeps
of energy from 5 to 35 Hz were commanded to these patches.
Ground-vibrationtests were conductedto determinethe structural
dynamics of the wing. The main modes of the system were the  rstbending mode at 13.76 Hz and the  rst-torsion mode at 20.76 Hz.
Tests were conducted for the wing on a test stand and also attached
to the  ight-test  xture to ensure that these modal properties are not
affected for the  ight testing.

Predicting the Onset of Flutter

Flight Data

The prediction of  utter for the  utterometer is based on ¹method analysis.2 This type of analysis computes a stability measure that is robust with respect to an uncertainty description. Thus,
the  utter speed is computed as the largest increase in airspeed for
which the theoretical model remains robustly stable with respect to
the uncertainty.
The  utterometer operates by computing a robust  utter speed
at every test point during an envelope expansion. The initial step is
to compute an uncertainty description for the model at that  ight
condition. The next step is to compute the robust  utter speed by
applying ¹-method analysis to the uncertain model. In this way, the
 utterometer predicts a realistic  utter speed that is more bene cial than theoretical predictions because the robust speed directly
accounts for  ight data.
Note the actual operation of the  utterometer is not altered by
this paper; instead, the data supplied to the  utterometerare altered.
The original approach was to analyze the measured data using the
 utterometer. The new approach is to  rst identify Volterra kernels
from the data and then analyze the response data from the  rst-order
kernel using the  utterometer.

Flight-Test Example
Aerostructures Test Wing

The aerostructurestest wing (ATW) was developedat NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. This testbed was speci cally designed
for testing methods to analyze aeroelasticstability and to predict the
onset of  utter. The ATW was essentially a  exible wing and boom
assembly, as shown in Fig. 3.
The wing was formulated based on a NACA-65A004 airfoil
shape. The wing had a span of 18.0 in. with root chord length of
13.2 in. and tip chord length of 8.7 in. The boom was a 1-in.-diam
hollow tube of length 21.5 in. The total weight of the ATW was
2.66 lb.

Fig. 3

ATW.

The ATW was  own at several different  ight conditions. Measurements were recorded at each of these points. The measurements
used for  utter analysis were the voltage commanded to the piezoelectric excitation systems and the gravitational acceleration levels
from the accelerometersin the boom. In each case, the commanded
signal was a sine-sweep chirp from 5 to 35 Hz for 60 s.
The  ight data were measured at 800 Hz and so indicate energy at
frequenciesconsiderablygreaterthan the modes of interestfor  utter
predictions. Thus, the input and output measurements were  ltered
to a sampling rate of 256 Hz. This  ltering was performed using the
Haar wavelet transform. This paper will only consider data from a
singletest point.That test point occurredat  ight conditionsof Mach
0.80 and altitude of 20,000 ft. The accelerometer measurement at
the trailing edge of the boom in response to the chirp excitation is
shown in Fig. 4.
Volterra Kernels

Volterra kernels were computed from the data shown in Fig. 4.
The order of the kernels included in the Volterra model generally
depends on the degree of nonlinearitythat is to be identi ed from the
data. Certain nonlinear systems have been shown to require kernels
of third order and higher12 ; however, the ATW was essentially a
linear system. Thus, only  rst-order and second-order kernels were
identi ed to re ect properties associated with linear and quadratic
dynamics.
The number of points in each kernel representation affects the
time-domain and frequency-domain resolution of the kernel. Each
kernel was chosen to have a resolution of 256 points/s to match the
sampling rate of the data.
Another parameter that needed to be chosen was the time duration
of the kernels. This time duration represents the memory length of

Fig. 4 Response of the trailing-edge boom accelerometer to a chirp
excitation.
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Fig. 5

Identi ed  rst-order Volterra kernel.

Fig. 7 Simulated response to chirp input from  rst-order Volterra
kernel.

Fig. 6 Identi ed second-order Volterra kernel.
Fig. 8

the system. Alternatively, the time duration can be interpreted as
the length of time into the future that a current input will still have
an in uence on the output. Most physical systems effectively have
 nite memory so the time durationof the kernel should also be  nite.
The effect of  nite memory is that the Volterra kernels should decay
to zero in a  nite period of time.
Volterra kernels were identi ed from the  ight data using time
durations of 1, 2, and 4 s. The results consistently indicated that
the  rst-order kernel almost completely decays after 1 s. Thus, the
data analysis proceededusing only kernels with this length. Figure 5
shows the  rst-order kernel that was identi ed from the data. This
kernel is represented in terms of 256 wavelet coef cients and has a
time duration of 1 s. The triangular form of the identi ed secondorder kernel is shown in Fig. 6. This kernel also has a time duration
of 1 s and was identi ed using 256 nonzero terms.
An obvious feature in Figs. 5 and 6 is that the  rst-order kernel is
an order of magnitude larger than the second-orderkernel. This difference in size indicates the  ight data was essentially generated by
a linear system. These results agree with previousanalysisthat noted
the ATW responded linearly to a range of inputs.13 Thus, the  rstorder kernel dominates the identi ed dynamics and demonstrates
the ATW was primarily a linear system.
Another feature of Fig. 5 is that the  rst-orderkernel resembles an
impulse response.The  rst-order kernel is theoreticallypredictedto
be an impulse response when analyzing data from a linear system.
Therefore, this feature also demonstrates the ATW was primarily a
linear system.
The linear componentof the  ight data can be estimated by simulating the responseof the  rst-orderVolterra kernel. Such a response
is generated by applying the chirp signal commanded to the ATW
during  ight. The resulting response is shown in Fig. 7.
The response of the  rst-order kernel is different from the measured  ight data shown in Fig. 4; however, the response and data do
have some similarities. Notably, the responseand the measurements
indicatesimilar frequency-responsecharacteristics.Both Figs. 4 and

Simulated response to chirp input from second order.

7 show increased magnitude near 25 s, at which time the excitation
signal is about 18 Hz. Similarly, both show increased magnitude
near 37 s at which time the excitation signal is about 24 Hz. This
indicates the systems that generated the simulated response and
measured data both have modes near 18 and 24 Hz.
The simulated response and measured data are notably different
at times when the excitation is not exciting the aeroelastic modes.
This is particularly evident at the beginning of the excitation. The
measured data contains a large amount of noise but only a small
amount is reproduced by the simulated response. The identi cation
procedure noted this noise did not correspond to the response of
a linear system and so the  rst-order kernel does not signi cantly
represent this component of the data.
The response of the second-order kernel can also be computed.
This response, as shown in Fig. 8, indicates the nonlinear component of the  ight data. The magnitude of this data is quite small
and corresponds to the small magnitude of the kernel shown in
Fig. 6. This response is actually assumed to represent nonlinear
characteristics of the noise rather than nonlinear characteristics of
the ATW. For instance, note the magnitude is largest near the beginning of the response that corresponds to excitation far from the
modal frequencies.
Finally, a frequency-domain representation of the  rst-order
Volterra kernel is shown in Fig. 9. This representationclearly shows
that the identi ed dynamics are dominated by modes near 18 and
24 Hz.
Uncertain Model

An analytical model of the ATW was developed that combined a
 nite element model with data from the ground-vibrationtesting. A
 nite element model was initially used to generate a set of mass values at locations throughout the structure. Correspondingly, the test
data indicated the frequencies and responses at these locations for
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Fig. 10 Transfer functions: ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢, nominal model; – – – ,  ight data;
——, response of  rst-order Volterra kernel; and , exact  rst-order
Volterra kernel.
Fig. 9

Fast Fourier transform of  rst-order Volterra kernel.

modes of the structure. An equivalent model was then formulated
with natural frequencies and mode shapes that were determined by
the data, mass values that were purely analytical, and stiffness values that resulted from relating the analytical mass and experimental
natural frequencies. Thus, this equivalent model was representative
of both analytical and experimental results. This model was formulated using the ZAERO package.14
A state-space model of the ATW is generated by the equivalent
model formulatedusing ZAERO. This model includesthe structural
dynamics and the associated aerodynamic forces caused by aeroelastic coupling. The structural dynamics are realized as standard
mass, stiffness, and damping matrices. The aerodynamic forces are
realized as a rational function approximation.15 The input to this
model is the voltage to the excitation system, and the output from
this model is the acceleration at the trailing edge of the boom.
The introduction of uncertainties actually made use of both the
structural and aerodynamic representations. Parametric uncertainty
was introducedto admit variationsdirectlyin the stiffnessand damping matrices of the structural dynamics. Dynamic uncertainty was
introduced to admit variations in magnitude and phase of the aerodynamic forces. Also, dynamic uncertainty was associated with the
excitation and sensing signals to account for the effects of unmodeled dynamics and mode shape errors.
Uncertainty Estimation

The magnitudes of uncertainties in the model need to be determined to relate size of errors. These errors are computed by applying the model validation procedure that compares transfer functions from a model and data. The data that are considered are the
accelerometer data measured during  ight and the simulated data
produced by the Volterra representation of the data.
The aeroelasticinstabilityto be predictedfor the ATW is assumed
to be a  utter mechanism caused by linear dynamics. Thus, the
uncertaintyestimation only considersthe  rst-order Volterra kernel.
This kernel will indicate the error in the linear model for describing
the linear dynamics of the ATW.
The transfer function describing the  rst-order Volterra kernel
needs to be determined. This transfer function is actually shown
as the frequency-domain kernel shown in Fig. 9. That kernel is
an exact representation of the transfer function; however, it is not
suitable for uncertaintyestimation.The kernel was formulatedusing
only 256 points and so the resolution in the frequency domain is
somewhat coarse.
The  rst-order Volterra kernel is used to simulate response in
Fig. 7, which shows the linear component of the  ight data. A transfer function is then determined from these high-rate simulated data.
The resulting transfer function is shown in Fig. 10 along with the
transfer functions from the model and the measured  ight data.
The transfer functions in Fig. 10 immediately demonstrate information about the quality of the model. The initial analysis of

Fig. 11 Transfer functions: – – – ,  ight data; ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢, nominal model; and
——, upper and lower bounds of uncertain model.

the  ight data noted much less response of the bending mode near
18 Hz than was predicted by the model. The analysis using the
Volterra kernel actually indicates the differencesbetween the model
and data for this mode are not as great as initially indicated.A visual
inspection shows the model predicts a response magnitude of about
0.23 g/V, whereas the original data indicates a magnitude of about
0.08 g/V and the  rst-order Volterra kernel indicates a magnitude
of about 0.13 g/V.
Also, the values of the coarse-resolution exact representation of
the kernel are shown in comparison with the transfer function computed from the simulated data. Clearly the approach using simulated
data results in a transfer function that matches the exact representation at the coarse-resolution frequencies but also provides more
resolution at other frequencies.
The actualestimation of the uncertaintyassociatedwith the model
uses the mathematical procedure for model validation. This procedure increases the amount of uncertainty associated with the model
until that model does not invalidate the data. Essentially,the concept
is to increase the uncertainty until the  ight data lie within upper
and lower bounds resulting from analysis of the uncertain model.
The uncertaintyassociated with the model is estimated using the accelerometer data measured during  ight. The resulting uncertainty
levels produce upper and lower bounds on the range of transfer
functions from the model as shown in Fig. 11.
One feature of note in Fig. 11 is that the  ight data lie outside
the upper and lower bounds of the model near 18 Hz. This feature
would seem to indicate that the data are invalidated by the model so
that more uncertainty is needed. Actually, this feature is a result of
the resolution of the frequency-domain data. There is no data point
right at this frequency and so the appearance of invalidation is an
artifact of connecting discrete points with a continuous line.
An uncertaintydescriptionassociatedwith the model is also computed by analyzing the data simulated from the  rst-order Volterra
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Table 1

Magnitudes of uncertainty affecting the model

Uncertainty
Structural stiffness
Structural damping
Aerodynamic forces
Command input
Measured output

Original data

First-order kernel

28
51
1
11
11

18
30
1
8
8

Fig. 12 Transfer functions: – – – ,  rst-order Volterra kernel; ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢,
nominal model; and ——, upper and lower bounds of uncertain model.

kernel. This description includes uncertainty levels that produced
upper and lower bounds on the range of transfer functions from the
model as shown in Fig. 12. The upper and lower bounds presented
in Figs. 11 and 12 demonstrate the advantage of using the Volterra
representation of the data. Namely, the uncertainty description associated with linear errors in the model is more accurate when using
the  rst-order Volterra kernel for model validation as compared to
using the measured data. Thus, the linear model more closely resembles the response of the linear kernel as compared to the noisy
 ight data.
The actual percentagesresulting from model validation with each
type of transfer function are shown in Table 1 for the uncertainties
affecting different parameters of the model. Note that the uncertainties are associated with the parameter in a multiplicative fashion
so that, for example, the stiffness in the model needs to vary by
C=¡ 28% when comparing with the original data but only needs
to vary by C=¡ 18% when comparing with the response of the
 rst-order kernel. Clearly the model needs less uncertainty to ensure the transfer function from the  rst-order Volterra kernel is not
invalidated as compared to the transfer function from the measured
data. This reduction in uncertainty directly results from the visual
features noted in Figs. 11 and 12.
Flutter Prediction

Flutter speeds are computed for the model to predict the  ight
conditions associated with the onset of the instability. These values
correspondto the airspeedassociatedwith  ight at Mach 0.80 for the
ATW. The  utter speeds may be easily converted to  utter altitudes
using match-point relationships,but it is suf cient to discuss speeds
for the purpose of this paper.
Several values of  utter speeds are computed. A speed is computed by analysis of the nominal model with no consideration of
uncertainty. A speed is computed by analysis of the model that
indicates a prediction of  utter that is robust with respect to the uncertainty set that is estimated from the  ight data. Similarly, a speed
is computed by analysis of the model that indicates a prediction of
 utter that is robust with respect to the uncertainty set that is estimated from the response of the  rst-order Volterra kernel. Also, the
actual utter speed of the ATW is computedas the speed at which the
test article experienced  utter during  ight testing.16 These speeds
are presented in Table 2. The main feature of Table 2 is that the
 utter speed is closer to the true value and, therefore, less conservative, when computed with respect to uncertainty determined by the

Table 2 Flutter speeds for Mach 0.80
Method of determination

Flutter speed, knots
of equivalent airspeed

Nominal model
Uncertainty from  ight data
Uncertainty from Volterra kernel
Flight test

431
403
413
460

Volterra kernel as opposed to the  ight data. This feature directly
results from the decreased size of the uncertainty description resulting from analyzing the data simulated by the Volterra kernel. In
effect, the reduced uncertainty description has limited the possible
mechanisms that can cause  utter and so the worst-case speed is
closer to the nominal speed.
Note that the reduction in conservatism is not guaranteed to always result from utilizingthe  rst-orderVolterrakernel.The transfer
functionsrepresentingthe ATW show the magnitude of the response
of the bending mode is greater for the Volterra kernel than for the
data. In this case, the high-order componentsof the noise caused underestimationof the size of the bending mode response.The transfer
function of the data is affected by these high-order components, but
the transfer function of the  rst-order Volterra kernel only indicates
linear components of the measurements.
Also, the true speed at which the ATW experienced  utter is noticeablyhigherthan either of the robustpredictions.The  utter speed
of the nominal model is less than the true speed and so any robust
speed must also be less than the true speed. The main issue is that
the robust speeds based on Volterra responses are less conservative
than those directly based on measured data.

Conclusions
This paper has introduced a method to determine uncertainty descriptionsfor use with robust utter analysis.The use of Volterrakernels to represent  ight data is an integral component of the method.
The uncertainty is meant to describe errors in a linear model; therefore, the estimation of those errors should be based on differences
between a linear model and linear data. This linear component of
the  ight data is computed by the  rst-order Volterra kernel. The
uncertainty description is estimated using only this  rst-order kernel and so is not affected by nonlinearities. The removal of nonlinearities ensures the uncertainty only represents variations in the
model that could affect the linear stability, or  utter, margins. This
method is applied to  ight data from the ATW. The method is able
to generate more accurate descriptions of uncertainty in an analytical model and, thus, reduce conservatism in the robust  utter
analysis. This paper indicates the bene ts of using Volterra theory for  utter analysis and indicates similar bene t may be obtained by considering higher-order Volterra kernels for limit-cycle
analysis.
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